AcaStat 10
Statistical Software for Mac and Windows

AcaStat is an inexpensive and easy-to-use data
analysis tool. Easily create data files or import data
from spreadsheets or delimited text files. Run
crosstabulations, descriptive statistics, correlation,
and common significance tests without learning
programming code or complex interface
commands. Analyze summary statistics (counts,
proportions, and means).
AcaStat includes an intuitive data analysis
interface, a chart module, and practice data files.
A statistics glossary is provided along with on-line
How To and Statistics Guides. All output is stored
in an Output Log to view, save, and print results.
Works with Windows 10 touchscreen technology.

Windows 7 SP1 or later; Mac OS X v. 10.11 or later.
Price $9.99
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Intuitive data analysis interface
Example data files with variable formatting
Drag and drop variable selection
Running record of analyses
Data file capacity 1 million observations
18 statistical procedures for spreadsheet data analysis
31 summary statistic procedures
Format, compute and recode variables
Create mean centered variables
Trim lengthy string variables
Split data file module for reducing number of variables
Create, export/import delimited or AcaStat data files
Copy and paste or drag and drop spreadsheet data
Random sampling module
Weight procedure (frequencies and descriptives)
Charts module
Filter (exclude) observations
Merge data files by records or variables
Print and save output
Convert output for pasting into spreadsheets
Statistics glossary module
Quick Start and User Manuals
On-line How To and Stat Guide

Statistical Procedures
§ Frequencies tables - chi-square goodness of fit
§ List observations
§ Descriptives - count, sum, min, max, mean, median, range,
variance and deviation, skewness, standard error,
coefficient of variation, 95% confidence interval, t-test
§ Explore descriptive statistics by subgroups
§ Crosstabulation - cell count, row %, col %, total %, chisquare, Yate's correction, Fisher's, odds ratio, relative risk,
Cramer's V, Pearson C, lambda, kappa, McNemar’s
§ Independent and Paired T-test of Means
§ Wilcoxon Signed-Rank & Mann-Whitney U
§ One-way ANOVA - Bonferroni post hoc, eta, Levene
§ Kruskal-Wallis – Nonparametric test
§ Bivariate Correlation – Pearson & Spearman rho
§ Point-Biserial Correlation
§ Multiple regression (OLS & Logistic) - summary statistics,
save residuals and predictive values
§ Diagnostic accuracy - AUC, sensitivity, specificity, positive
and negative predictive values, likelihood ratios, kappa
§ Appraisal Analysis – ratios, price-related differential (PRD),
coefficient of dispersion (COD), coefficient of variation (CV)
§ Repeated Random Samples
§ Summary Statistics Module – counts, proportions, means
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Procedures Panel
The Explore tab displays the statistical procedure options, variable
list boxes, analysis options, and control settings. Select multiple
variables for analysis, remove variables from analysis, set controls,
and choose options such as saving regression residuals or reducing
cell contents in crosstabulations. A snapshot of the results is
displayed in the Analysis Dashboard for each statistical procedure.
Conventional statistical output is appended to the Output Log.

Visualize Summary Statistics
Charts are automatically produced for five statistical procedures. A
horizontal bar chart for frequencies, a histogram for descriptives, a
scattergram for correlation, a histogram of residuals for OLS
regression, and ROC curve for diagnostic accuracy. Chart data are
retained for descriptives, correlation, and OLS regression. Click on a
prior analysis to view the chart for that analysis. Click on a chart to
edit, print, copy, or save. Additional statistics are recorded in the
Output Log.

Create and Format Data
Enter data into the Data tab, import and export delimited files, copy
and paste or drag and drop data directly from a spreadsheet. A data
format module is displayed beside the data spreadsheet. Set missing
values and format up to 12 value labels. A recode module creates
new variables from value ranges. Compute new variables, run
transformations (log, exponents, mean center, standardize),
combine variables, and group string variables into meaningful
numerical values.

View Output
The Output Log tab displays the results of the analyses in a text
window for editing, printing, and saving as a text file. Each time a
statistical procedure is run, the results are automatically sent to the
Output Log. Notes can be added to the output before printing or
saving. The option to convert output to tab delimited format
enables pasting into spreadsheet software while retaining proper
column alignment.
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Create Charts
The Charts module produces graphic displays of data. Click on the
chart to preview options. The chart can be saved, printed, and
copied by using the toolbar buttons or menu pull-down. The chart
can also be formatted to adjust background, titles, and show data
values. A control variable can be used to chart subgroups of data.
Chart types include vertical, stacked, and horizontal bar charts, pie
and donut charts, histogram, trend and forecast line charts,
scattergrams with and without trend line, and Box and Whisker.

Create Summary Percent Tables
Use the Tables tab to evaluate the relationships among multiple
categorical variables with column percentages. This feature is especially
useful for presenting survey data. A margin of error and the sample size
for each column variable are provided. The Tables spreadsheet allows
editing before printing or copying and pasting into spreadsheet software.
Allows two control variables.

Get Procedure Help
An on line How To Guide is accessible by clicking the Help toolbar
button. The How To Guide provides instruction on how to set up the
variable boxes to run each statistical procedure. The instruction
explains the purpose of the procedure, displays an example of the
output, provides an example of the necessary data format, and
shows how to set up the analysis list boxes. The How To Guide is
also available as a pdf download from the Documentation pull-down
menu.
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Compare Summary Statistics
Use the SumStats tab to analyze counts, proportions, and means. Create confidence intervals and conduct
common significance tests using summary measures. The SumStats tab contains 31 procedures that cover most
hypothesis tests taught in introductory statistics courses plus several additional statistics. Students can use this
feature to verify hand calculations and visualize changes in results when altering key measures such as sample size,
effect size, and variation. Analysis output is appended to the AcaStat Output Log for saving and printing. Includes
example data for each procedure. Copy and paste is available in some procedures for moving data to and from
spreadsheet software (weighted mean, goodness of fit, epi curve, direct rate standardization, and disaggregate
counts). Controls in the Status Bar allow moving through up to ten prior calculations to view changes in confidence
intervals, significance tests, and other SumStats procedures without going to the Output Log.
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Weighted Mean
Z Score
Mean Confidence Interval
Proportion Confidence Interval
Goodness of Fit
Chi-Square Test of Independence
Z-Test One Sample Proportion to a Population
Z-Test Two Sample Proportions
T-Test One Sample Mean to a Population
T-Test Two Sample Means
One-Way ANOVA
Z, T, F, Chi-square Probability Distributions
Diagnostic Accuracy (2x2 table)
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Epidemic Curve
Incidence Rate
Prevalence Rate
Mortality Rate
Case Fatality Rate
Attack Rate
Morbidity/Mortality Rate Direct Standardization
Absolute Risk
Relative Risk (2x2 table)
Odds Ratio (2x2 table)
Treatment Cost
Disaggregate Counts
Constant dollars, queuing, price elasticity, decision tables

Screenshot Examples
Mean Confidence Interval

Epidemic Curve
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